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Abstract 
Loveland, L.D., The double midset conjecture for continua in the plane, Topology and its 
Applications 40 ( 1991) 117- 129. 
A metric space X is said to have the double midset property if the set of all points equidistant 
from any given two points of X itself consists of two points. For example, a circle or any simple 
closed curve in the plane that bounds a convex disk has the double midset property. The conjecture 
that a continuum with the double midset property must be a simple closed curve is established 
for continua lying in the Euclidean plane. 
Keywords: Bisector, equidistant set, midset, arc, continuum, simple closed curve, triod. 
AMS ( MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54F20, 54F15; secondary 541305, 51 M05, 51 K05. 
A circle C in the Euclidean plane E2 has the property that the perpen 
bisector of each of its chords intersects C at exactly two points In a metric spa 
(X, d) the midset (a, 6) of two points a and 6 of X is the set of all points x E 
such that dip, r! d( b, x), where d is the distance function on X. This set is 
sometimes called the equidistant set [9, lo] or the bisector [
consists of two points for each pair of distinct points a a 
where X = C, then the metric space X is said to have th 
(DMP). 
A cantinuum is a co 
point. It was conjectured that a cant 
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space with the DMP is a simple closed curve [I]. Interesting partial substantiations 
of the conjectures have been made. If a continuum has the DMP and contains a 
simple closed curve then it must be a simple closed curve [6] (see Lemma 3 below), 
and a continuum with the DMP is a simple closed curve if the midset function is 
continuous [4]. In a more geometric setting it was proved that X is isometric to a 
circle if X is a complete, convex, metric space with the DMP and X contains two 
points [ 1,5]. Here it is proved that a continuum in the plane must be simple closed 
curve if it has the DMP. The more general conjectures remain open. 
Using the axiom of choice, Mazurkiewicz [7] showed the existence of a subset 
X of E* such that every straight line meets it at exactly two points. Such a set is 
called a two point set. Every two point set has the DMP but not conversely. Mauldin 
(unpublished) showed that any two point subset of the plane must be totally 
disconnected. 
2. Definitions and Iemmas 
Let 1M be a continuum in E*, and let Q and b be two points of M. It is useful to 
distinguish between the bisector B( a, b) of a and b, which is a line perpendicularly 
bisecting the segment [a, b] in E’, and the midset M( a, b) which is B( a, b) n Mu 
Also E’ - B(a, b) has two components; the one containing the point Q is called the 
u-side of B(a, b). The standard Euclidean metric d is used for E*. An arc is a 
continuum homeomorphic to a closed interval [O, I] on the real line, while a triod 
is any homeomorphic image of the union of the closed ir,;ervals [(- 1, 0), ( 1, 0)] and 
NO, O), (0, 01 in E*. The image v of (0,O) in a triod T is called the vertex of T 
while the closures of the components of T-(v) are called the legs of T. 
An arc A is said to cross Q line L in E* at a point m if there are subarcs A’ and 
A” of A such that A’n A” = {m} and A’- { m} and A” - {ml lie on opposite sides of 
L. The arc A is said to bounce off L at a point m if there is a subarc A’ of A such 
that m lies in the interior of A’, A’ n L = {m}, and A’ - {m} lies in a single component 
of E* - L. Also M is said to bounce o$ a bisector B( a, b) at m to the a-side of B(a, b) 
if A’- {m} lies on the u-side of B(a, 6). 
mma 1. A conlinuum with the DMP is locally connected, arcwise connected, and 
locally arcwise connected. 
Although a proof for Lemma 1 appears in [6, Lemma 21, an outline is given here 
for completeness. If a continuum M is not locally connected it must contain a 
sequence {Ki} of disjoint continua converging to a continuum K0 [S, Theorem 11, 
p. 901. Let s? and b be two points of K,, and note that M(a, b) must contain more 
than two points. This means cannot have the MP. See [ll, Theorem 31.41 for 
the remainder of Lemma 1. 
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Lemma 2 18, Theorem 75, p. 2181. A 1ocalZy connected continuum is either an arc, a 
simple closed curve, or it contains a triod. 
A proof of Lemma 2 also appears in [6, Lemma 31. 
Lemma 3. If a continuum with the DMP contains a simple closed curve, then it must 
be a simple closed curve. 
Lemma 3 is Corollary 1 of [6], but its proof is very easy. Suppose .Z is a simple 
closed curve in a continuum M and that M has the DMP. If p belongs to M - .Z, 
then there must be two points a and b of J equidistant from p. Because M( a, b) 
separates a from b in M it contains two points of J along with the point p, a 
contradiction. 
Lemma 4. Zf G is an uncountable collection of closed intervals in E2, then some 
sequence of elements of G converges to an element of G. 
Lemma 4 is a special case of a more general theorem (see [3, Theorem 91, for 
example). A proof can be obtained by considering the space of all mappings of 
[0, 11 into E2 under the “sup” metric. Borsuk [2] proved this space is separable, 
so each unt;ountable subset of this space of functions must contain one of its own 
limit points. Fiom this one can establish the convergence in Lemma 4. 
Lemma 5. Zf a and b are two points of a circle C whose center is a point v, and A is 
an arc that bounces oflB(a, b) at v to the a-side of B(a, b), then there exist neighbor- 
hoodsUofaandVofbinE’suchthatforb’EVnIntCanda’~UnExtC,~oth 
B(a, b’) and B(a’, b) intersect A -(v) at two distinct points. 
Easily proved, Lemma 5 is used frequently in the sequel. Sometimes the reference 
is more to the geometric principle rather than to the lemma itself. 
3. No planar arc 
Theorem 6, in this section, eliminates planar arcs from the class of continua with 
the DMP. Then from Lemmas 1 and 2 it follows that a planar continuum with the 
DMP either contains a triod or is a simple closed curve. Theorem 7, of the next 
section, shows that a continuum with the D P cannot contain a triad, and Theorem 
8 gives the final summary. 
6. No arc in the Euclidean plane has the double midset property. 
oof. Suppose M is an 
enote its endpoints. The 
that 
CQllt;a 
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B( a, 6) and a point t where A4 bounces off B( a, b). Let C be the circle centered 
at t and passing through both a and b, and let K and K’ denote the components 
of C n M containing a and 6, respectively. Let a, a’ and t, 6’ be the endpoints of 
K and K’, respectively, with the understanding that a = a’ if K = {a} and b = b’ if 
K’= {b}. Impose a coordinate system on E2 with t the origin and B(a, b) the y-axis. 
Then the x-axis divides C into two half circles C, and C2, where each point of C, 
has a nonnegative y-coordinate. The positive y direction is regarded as the upward 
direction, giving meaning to the upper half plane and to when one point is above 
or below another. Since a and b are symmetric about the y-axis, a and 6 both lie 
in either C1 or Ct ; assume with no loss in generality that {a, b} c C, . Let S and S’ 
be the unions of all lines through t that intersect the interiors of K and K’, 
respectively. These sets are referred to as sectors defined by the arcs K and K’ at 
the point t. Let M have the linear order from a to b. If p precedes 9 in M, [p, q] 
and ( p, q) denote the closed and open arcs, respectively, of M from p to q. By 
renaming a and b if necessary, assume t precedes c, so that M bounces off B(a, b) 
at t to the a-side of B(a, b). 
Conditions (4 and (**) below are used frequently in the sequel, most often when 
the circle H is C. 
(*) If H is a circle centered at a point t, and p and q are points of M n H such that 
M bounces o$ B( p, q) at t, then p and q are not both limit points of M r\ Int H or of 
n Ext H. 
Proof of (*). Suppose p and q are both limit points of M n Int H. Since M 
bounces off B( p, q) at t, there exist two arcs B and D in M such that B n D = { t} 
and B u D - ( t} lies on one side, say the p-side, of B( p, q). But M must also cross 
B( p, q) at a point k since B( p, q) separates p from q. Let E be an arc in M such 
that k E: Int E and E n (B u D) = 0. Using Lemma 5, choose 9% M n Int H such 
that q’ is close enough to q that B( p, q’) intersects each of B, D, and E. This 
contradicts the DMP. 
(**) lf H is a circle centered at a point t E M, and G is an arc In M with endpoints 
p and q such that ( p, q) c H and (G - ( p, q}) n H = 0, then M cannot bounce off 
B( p, q) at t. Furthermore, ifin addition t e G, then B(p, q) cannot separate a from b. 
Proof of (**). The proof of the first part of the conclusion is much the same as 
that given for (*), with G playing the role of E. For the second part, suppose B( p, q) 
separates a from b. Then M must bounce off B(p, q) at some point t’. But, from 
the first part of (**) t # t’, so M crosses B( p, q) at two points, one point in Int G 
and, because t & G, a second one at t. Then B(p, q) intersects M three times, 
contradicting the DIM P. 
The remainder of the proof of Theorem 1 is broken into thirteen assertions and 
their proofs. 
(1) The point a crgnnot be a limit point of M n Ext C, and b cannot be a limit point 
of n lnt C. 
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Proof of (1). Because kf bounces off B( a, 6) at t to the a-side of B(a, b) and 
crosses B(a, b) at c, (1) follows directly from Lemma 5. 
(2) One of the two sets and K’ must be a single point. 
Proof of (2). Suppose neither K nor K’ is degenerate. If x and y lie in K, then 
M(x, J’) contains a point of M and the point t, so, by the DMP, B(x, JJ) inter;;e;cts 
M only at these two points. This, and the analogous property for K’, shows that 
1M n (S u S’) = {t} u Int K u Int K’ and that S n S’ = {t}. Of the four allowable clock- 
wise orders aa’bb’, a’abb’, a’ab’b, and aa’6’6 on C, only the last two are possible 
because in the first two Su S’ would separate c from 6’. 
Consider first the order aa’b’b on C. The sector R = U {B(k, 1~‘): k E K and 
k’E K’} contains B( a’, 6’) - {t} in its interior, and B( a’, 6’) separates a from b. This 
means 1M must bounce off B(a’, 6’) at some point x. If x # t, then a bisector near 
B( a’, 6’) in R would hit 1M three times, twice near x and once at t. Thus x = t, and 
(*) applies to show that not both a’ and b’ can be limit points of 
means one of a’ and b’ is a limit point of M n Ext C, and there exists an arc G in 
1M whose interior lies in Ext C and whose endpoints p and q lie in the arc of C, 
joining a’ to b’. But this contradicts (**) because B( p, q) clearly separates a 
from b. 
Consider the order a’ab’b on C. Then B( a, b’) - {t} c Int R, where R is the sector 
defined above, and B(a, b’) separates a from b; therefore, must bounce off 
B(a, b’) at t to the a’-side. By Lemma 5, b’ is a limit point of n Ext C, so there 
exists an arc G as in the previous paragraph. The same contradiction to (**) is 
found, so (2) follows. 
(3) K ={a}. 
lproof of (3). Suppose K f {a}. From (1) and (2), b is a limit point of M n Ext C. 
This means there exists an arc G in [t, b] whose interior lies in Ext C and whose 
endpoints p and q lie on C with d(q, b) < d( p, b). If B( p, q) separates a from b, 
then (**) is contradicted. This implies that a and 6 are not antipodal on C, so a 
does not lie on the line J through t and b. It also implies that p lies on the non-a-side 
of .!. Since S cannot separate c from b, c lies on the a-side of J. But then B(p, 9) 
separates {p} from {q, b}, so B( p, q) intersects the subarc (c, b) of M twice. This 
contradicts the DMP since 
(4) There exists an arc A 
everyxEA, AcCuIntC, 
Proof of (4). Since B(a, 
and (3). 
t also lies in B( p, q). 
in M such that a E , B(x, 6) separates (a) from (&&or 
and a is a limit point of A n Int C. 
6) separates (a} from {b}, (4) follows easily from (1) 
For each x E A n Int C, B( x, b) separates a from b, so 
one point tx at which iM bounces off B(x, 
f:AnIntC+Tbyf(x)=&.F 
the closure of UX. Then v;( lies 
VX c A. Let W = (V,: vx contai 
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(5) No element of W contains a. 
Roof of (5). Suppose V is an element of W that contains a. Then there exist 
t’ E T and u such that U = f -‘( t’), V is the closure of U, and U contains at least 
two points. Let H be the circle centered at t’ such that {a, b} c If, and note that 
tk B(a, b). But t’ f t because U c Int C, SO t’ = c. Let g be the last point of [a, t] 
in H, and note that B(a, g) contains t’ and a point of [a, g]. Notice also that the 
point c where M crosses the bisector B(a, b) is also a point where A4 bounces off 
the bisectors B(x, b) for x E ( V - {a}). Suppose g is a limit point of (g, c) n Ext If, 
as when t E Ext H, for example. Since U c H n Int C, it follows that, for every r E U, 
B( a, r) intersects M at c and at a point of (a, r). This means (r, c) does not intersect 
B( a, r). Furthermore, ( r, c) intersects B( a, b) only at the point t, so ( r, c) intersects 
H only in Int C. This means there exist points p and q in (r, c) that are in H n Int C 
such that B( p, q) separates a from b, contrary to (**). Then g must be a limit point 
of (g, c) n Int H. To see that M bounces off B(g, b) at c; that is, to see that g E U, 
suppose M crosses B(g, b) at c. Since A4 also crosses B(a, b) at c, A4 crosses every 
line lying in the sector between B(a, b) and B(g, b) at c. Since a is a limit point of 
U there is some x E U such that x is between a and g in the arc H n (C u Int C). 
This means that M crosses B(x, b) at c. 
Let R be the sector at c that contains t and lies between B(g, b) and B(a, g), 
and let R’ be the closure of the component of R -{c} which contains t. Since the 
subarc (t, c) of M lies on the a-side of B(a, b) and (t, c) n B( a, g) = 0, [t, c] c R’. 
NOW M bounces off B(g, b) at c to the g-side of B(g, b), so there is a neighborhood 
0 of c such that 0 n M c R’. Thus, at c, M must bounce off each line through c 
which lies in E* - R. Since g is a limit point of A4 n Int Zf, it follows from (*) that 
b is a limit point of M n (If u Ext H). Let K’ be the component of H n M which 
contains b, and let b” be the other endpoint of K” with the understanding that b = b’ 
if K’= (b}. S ince b is not a limit point of M n Int C, K” n R = 0 and (B( g, b”) - {c}) c 
E* - R. It follows that M must bounce off B(g, b’) at c. Then (*) applies to show 
that 6” is a limit point of M n Ext PI, and an arc G’ exists witl, endpoints p’ and 
9’ such that G’ - {p’, q’} c Ext H. From (**) M cannot bounce off B( p’, q’) at c, so 
Np’, 4’) c R. But R separates a from b, so this also contradicts (**) and (5) follows. 
(6) There exists a sequence ( Wi) of sets in Wand two sequences (ri) and (si) of 
points such that (ri, si) converges to (a) and, for each i, (rip si)C Wi n Int C. 
Proof of (6). Suppose a is not a limit point of lJ W. From (5) it follows that 
there is an arc A’ in A such that a E A’ and A’ n (U W) = 0. For x E A’ n Int C, 
U, =f-‘( t,) = {x}, and it follows that the subset C = {t, : x E A’n Int C} of T is 
uncountable. For each u E C let s(c) be the point of A’ such that M bounces off 
B( s( a), 6) at a, and let I(U) be an interval in B(s( c), b) such that (T is its midpoint 
and I( cr) n M = (c}. Since C is uncountable, the set r = {I(a): G E X} is an uncount- 
able collection of nondegenerate closed intervals in E*. It follows from Lemma 4 
that there exist elements I( c’) in r, for i = 0, 1, 2,3, . . . , such that { I( g’)} converges 
to I(Q). Let 0 be a ~ci~h~orl~ood f o;, in such that 0 is arcwise connected 
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and 0 contains no endpoints of any Z(o$ By using subsequences if necessary, 
assume all the gi’s lie on the same side of the line containing Z(aO). Since {oi} 
converges to 0 o, there exists an integer n such that a, lies in 0. Let D be the arc 
in M n 0 with endpoints u,, and cro. Because ai E 2, D cannot cross any of the 
intervals Z(oi). However, this contradicts the fact that some Z(o,) separates a,, 
from or, in 0, and it follows that a is a limit point of %J W. From this and (5), (6) 
follows. 
(7) The point c lies below t on the y-axis. 
Proof of (7). Suppose c lies above t. There are two cases. If b = 6’ it follows from 
(1) that b is a limit point of M n Ext C. Then there exists an arc G in (c, 6) with 
endpoints p and q such that G - {p, q} c Ext C. From (**), S(p, q) cannot separate 
a from 6. Since c is above t, {a, 6, c} all lie on the same side of B( p, q). Because 
B( p, q) intersects M only twice, at t and in G, (a, c) cannot cross Z3( p, q) at t. This 
means M bounces off B( p, q) at t; however, this contradicts (**). 
If b # b’, then [c, 6’) cannot cross S’, so 6’ lies between a and b on Cl. It is clear 
that M - K’ u {t} lies on the a-side of S’ and that M bounces off B( 6, 6’) at t. If 
6’ is a limit point of M n Ext C, then, for x near 6’ and in M n Ext C, it follows 
from Lemma 5 that B( 6, x) intersects M twice near t and again in K’, contradicting 
the DMP. Then 6’ is a limit point of M A Int C. There exists a neighborhood 0 of 
6’ such that for x E 0 n M n Int C, B( 6, x) lies in the union of S’ -{t} with the 
non-a-side of S’, so B( 6, x) n M consists of a single point in K’, contrary to the 
DMP. This establishes (7). 
For each i, let Bi = B(ri, si), let ti =f( ri), let Hi be the circle centered at ti having 
radius d( tip b), and assume, with no loss of generality, that ri and si were named 
such that the order arisitib prevails on M. Let L be the line through a and c, and 
let Qi, for i E {1,2,3,4}, denote the open quadrants of E*, labeled in the usual 
counterclockwise manner. For convenience in the next definitions assume d( t, a) = 1. 
Define x = (- 1, 0), y = (0, l), and let { (0, yi)} = B( a, 6) n Bi, for each i. The closure 
of a set Q is denoted by cl Q. 
(8) For each i, the y-intercept (0, yi) of Bi cannot lie between c and t. 
Proof of (8). Suppose n is an integer such that B, separates t from c. Clearly, 
M crosses B, at a point of (r,, s,), and, from the DMP, neither a nor 6 lies in B,. 
But B, cannot separate b from c because (c, 6) would cross B,, producing a third 
point in B, n M. Then B, must separate {c, 6) from {a, t}. But this also yields a 
contradiction to the DMP because, having crossed B,, once between r, and s,, (a, t) 
must cross B, again to get back to t. So (8) follows. 
(9) The sequence { ti} converges to c; hence, { i} converges to L. ’ 
Proof of (9). Clearly the limiting set of { ti} lies in B( a, b) and hence in (t, c). 
Suppose some subsequence of { ti>, say { ti} itself for convenience in writi 
to t. Then, for each i, ti lies in (a, c) -{t} which lies in the 
must converge to the %i a an 
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Suppose further that there exist infinitely many n such that tn E cl Q3, and assume, 
for convenience in writing, that this is true for all n. Since the y-coordinate of b is 
nonnegative and tn may be assumed to lie in Int C for each n, B( tn, 6) n Q3 = 0. It 
follows that cl( Q3 n C) c Int H,,, or, said another way, H, n Q3= Ext C. Since 
{m, s,} c IQn n Int C, this means {m, s,} = Q2. For n sufficiently large, B,, contains 
a point of Q2 near Q and the point tn E Q3 near t. Thus B, has negative slope. Since 
t,, # t, this contradicts the fact that y, 3 0. Then r, E cl Q3 for only finitely many n, 
so it may be assumed that t, E Q2 for all n. 
Since tnc Q2 and B(y, b)n Q2=0, d(t,,,y)<d(t,,, b). Also d(t,, u)<d(t,,, b) 
because t,, lies on the a-side of B( u, b). This means the sector of (C u Int C) n Q2, 
bounded by N and the positive y-axis, lies in Int H,, for each n. Since A - {a} c C u 
Int C and {r,, s,) c H,, it follows that {r,, s,} lies on the non-y-side of (below) N. 
Since yn 2 0, B, separates {Q, r”} from {s,, c}. Suppose a f x. Since {5i; converges 
to N and Q # x, B, must separate (b} from {c}, for sufficiently large n. Then M 
crosses B” at a point of (r,, s,), M crosses B, at a point of (c, b), and A4 intersects 
B” at t,. Since B,, n M contains three points, this contradicts the DMP. Therefore, 
u = x, and { Bi} converges to the x-axis. Fix an integer m, and note that t, lies above 
the x-axis. Choose n such that B,, also separates t,,, from c. Then, because {r,, s,) 
lies below the x-axis and y, 2 0, B, separates {u, tm} from {s,, c}. This means M 
crosses B, three times, once at a point of (r”, s,) and twice in the arc (s,, c), which 
contradicts the DMP. 
Since no subsequence of (ti} can converge to t, {ti} must converge to c, and (9) 
follows. 
(10) It follows from (7), (8), and (9) that, for euch i, (0, yi) is either c or lies 
below c. 
(11) For every i, Bi separates (a} from (6, t}. 
Proof of (11 j. Suppose there exists an integer n such that & does not separ?e 
u from t. Then (a, t) must cross B, twice, once between r, ar, d s, and again in 
(u, r,,) u (s,, t), and ( t, 6) also intersects B, at t,. This contradiction to the DMP 
shows that B,, separates u from t, for every n. By (lo), B,, must separate {a} from 
{t, a}, for every n. (11) follows. 
(12) For each i, ti lies in the closure of the b-side of the line L. 
Proof of (12). By (9), it may be assumed that ti E (t, b), for each i. Suppose the 
arc (t, 6) intersects the non-b-side of L. Then, since { Bi} converges to L and t also 
lies on the b-side of L, there must exist an integer k such that (t, 6) crosses & twice. 
Since (a, t) also crosses Bk, this contradicts the DMP. This means fi lies in the 
closure of the b-side of L for every i, and (12) follows. 
(13) Contrary to (6), { Vi, Si) cannot CO verge to {a}, and Theorem 6 follows. 
Proof of ( 13). Let m be an integer such that fnl lies below the x-axis (see (7) and 
+ From (10) and (1 E ) it follows that 
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(on the non-b-side of) L. Then t,,, lies on the non-b-side of L, contradicting (12). 
Since at most one fi = c it can be assumed that t,,, E Q3. 
Because tm E Q3, {a, t} c Int H,. Note that {rm, s,} c H,,,, and, in the order from 
a to t on (a, t), choose p and q to be the first and last points, respectively, of 
( CI, t) n H,,,. Then p and q are each limit points of A4 n Int H, because {a, t} c 
Int H,,,. Since B( p, q) separates a from 6 and M crosses B( p, q) in ( p, q), M must 
bounce off B( p, q) at tm. This contradicts (*), and (13) follows. Cl 
o triadic, planar continuum has the 
If M is a continuum in the Euclidean plane such that M has the D 
Theorem 6 states that M is not an arc. From Theorem 7 M cannot contain a triod, 
so M must be a simple closed curve as stated in Theorem 8. 
7. A continuum with the double midset property cannot lie in the plane if it 
contains a triod. 
roof. Suppose M is a continuum in the plane Et such that M has the double 
midset property (DMP) and contains a triod T. Let u denote the vertex of T. 
Since M contains no simple closed curve (Lemma 3), the three legs of T- { v} lie 
in the closures F, , F2, and F3 of three distinct components of -{v}. For each 
r > 0 let C(r) denote the circle of radius r centered at v, and, for x E M -{v}, let 
C(X) denote C( d (v, x)). Statement (*) below is referred to several times in the sequel. 
(4 U-G is an arc in and p and q are points of M such that G- crosses B( p, q) 
at a point m, v E B(p, q), and m # v, then not both p and q can be limit points of 
M n Int C(p) or of M n Ext C(p). Furthermore, p cannot be a limit point of both 
MA Int C(p) and MA Ext C(p). 
Proof of (*). Two of the three sets FI, F2, F3 must lie on the same side of the 
line B( p, q), at least in a small neighborhood of v. The union of these two sets 
contains an arc which must bounce off B( p, q) at v, and the proof fol 
Lemma 5 just as does (*) of Section 3. 
Eight assertions are now stated and proved, the last producing a contradiction. 
(1) There are at most four components of 
Proof of (1). Choose points a and 6 of 
and 6 is a limit point of M n Int C(a). Let 
{v}, and suppose there exist five components { fi : i E (1,2, 
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Let F4 denote the closure of the possible fourth component of M -{v}, and for 
&{1,2,3,4; let ri = max{ r: C(r) n Fi # 0). For convenience in writing, assume the 
Fi’s are named such that rl 2 r2 2 rJ 2 r4, where r4 = 3 if F4 = 0. Also let C( ri) = Ci 
for each i. 
(2) k!‘fF;:#@ and O<r s ri, then Fi n C(r) must either be a point or an arc. 
Proof of (2). Suppose i and r are such that C(r) n Fi has two components. Since 
Fi -{u} is arcwise connected (Lemma 1) there must be an arc G in 6 -{u} such 
that G A C(r) consists of two points p and q. Then G crosses B( p, q) at a point m, 
and u E M( p, q). Since G - { p, q} lies either in Int C(r) or in Ext C(r), (*) yields 
a contradiction. Thus C(r) n Fi is connected for each r > 0, and (2) follows. 
(3) For each i, either Fi = 0 or Fi is an arc. 
Roof of (3). Fix i so that F; f 0, and let A be an arc in E ordered from its first 
point v to its last point e in C’i such that A intersects Ci only at e. Suppose there 
is a point x E Fi n Int Ci such that x e A. Let y and z be the first and last points, 
respectively, of A in C(x), and notice that y and z are limit points of A n Int C(x) 
and A n Ext C(x), respectively. By (2), Fi n C(K) is an arc D. Since x & A, x is not 
between y and z on D. Suppose y and z are distinct points, and consider the case 
where y is between x and z on D. Choose points x’ and y’ in D such that B(x’, y’) 
contains y, the vertex of a triod in Fi. Then the subarc (u, y) of A lies on one side, 
say the same side with x and x’, of B(x’, y’). This leads to the contradiction that 
there is a point y” on D between y and y’ so that B(x’, y”) intersects the arc (v, y) 
near y, intersects the arc D, and contains v. A similar contradiction to the DMP 
exists if z is between x and y because then there is a triod in Fi with vertex z, two 
legs on C(x), and a third leg in Ext C(x), almost as before. This contradiction 
shows that y = z; that is, An C(x) = {y} and A crosses C(x) at y. 
Suppose now that two of the three sets 6 -(u}, i = 1,2,3, lie on the x-side of 
B(x, y)-at least in a neighborhood of v. Using Lemma 5, choose yk A n Int C(x) 
close enough to y that B(x, y’) intersects each of these two Fi’s near v. Then M(x, y’) 
contains three points, two near u and one in D. In the other case, where two of the 
sets lie on the y-side of B(x, y), one may choose a point y’ of A near y but in 
Ext C(x) to exhibit the same contradiction to the DMP. Thus x does not exist. 
By (2) the set Fi n C(e) is either an arc or just the point e. In the latter case Fi 
is the arc A u {e}. If Fi intersects C(e) in an arc D and e is an end point of 0, 
then Fi is th e arc n I, ,*. Su ppose e is an interior point of n. Then there is a triod 
in fi with vertex e and two legs on C(x). This gives the same contradiction as in 
the argument above showing that y = z. Thus Fi is an arc, and (3) follows. 
(4) Let k denote the largest intzgerj E (3,4} such that 4 # 0, and let R = {r: 0 < r < rk 
and C(r) n A4 contains an arc). Then R i.5 -finite. 
Proof of (4). For each r E R let P(r) be a maximal arc in n C(r), and let the 
endpoints a(r) and b( r) of (r) be named in such a way that a(r) and b(r) are 
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limit points of M n Int C(r) and M n Ext C(r), respectively (see (2) and (3)). Let 
R = R, u R2 where r E RI if and only if there exists i E { 1,2,3,4} such that F;: n C(r) 
is a single point a’(r). For r E R,, fix a’(r) and define S(r) to be the union of 
{ B( a’( r), x): x E D(r)}. Since Bd S(r) consists of two bisectors and a’(r) is a limit 
point of both M n Int C(t) and M n Ext C(r) (see (2) and (3)), it follows from (*) 
that no arc in M can cross Bd S(r) except at V. Then each S(r) contains at least 
one Fi, and, since every line in S(r) intersects M in exactly two points, no Fi lying 
in S(r) can be a straight line segment. Suppose RI is infinite. Then there exist 
n E {1,2,3,4} and an infinite subset R: of RI such that F, c S(r) for r E Ri and 
F, # f3. Define S = n {S(r): r E Ri}, and let 8 be the measure of the central angle 
of S. Note that 8 > 0 because F, c S and F, is not a straight line segment. For 
r E R: , define T(r) to be the sector at v defined by D(r), and let 0(r) be the measure 
of its central angle. ‘Then e(r) > 0 > 0. Since R: is infinite there must exist r, r’ E Ri 
such that Int( T(r) n T( r’)) contains a line L. Choose X, y E D(r) such that L = 
B(x, y), and note the contradiction to the DMP. It follows that R, is finite. 
Suppose R is infinite. Then R2 must be infinite. For r E R2, C(r) n fi is an arc 
Di ( r) for each i E { 1,2,3}. Label the endpoints of Q(r) as ai( r) and bi( r) in such 
a way that these two points are limit points of M n Int C(r) and 
respectively. Since there are three arcs Di( r) on C(r), some two of t 
and &(r), must have the same orientation on C(r); that is, the endpoints have 
circular order either albla2b2 or b,a,b,a,. The former order will be assumed with 
no generality lost. Define the sector S(r) to be the union of (B(x, y): x E &(r) and 
y E D2( r)}, and note that Bd S(r) = B(a, , a,) v B( b,, 6,). It follows from (*) that 
Bd S(r) cannot be crossed by any arc in M, except at v. As in the previous paragraph, 
there exist n E { 1,2,3,4} and an infinite subset Rb of R2 such that F, c S(r) for 
r E Ri and F, # 0. Define S = n {S(r): r E Ri} and 8 as above. For r E Ri, define 
T(r) to be the union of the two disjoint sectors at v defined by D,(r) and D*(r), 
and let e(r) be the sum of the measures of the angles of the two sectors in T(r)- 
Since e(r) > 0 > 0 and Ri is infinite, the same contradiction to the D 
as in the previous paragraph; therefore, (4) follows. 
In the next two assertions let W be the union of (C(r): r E R}, and let U be a 
component of (Int Ck) - W u {v}. Then, by (4) U is an open annulus, and, since 
U c Int Ck, U intersects Fi for each i = 1,2, . . . , k. Let H and K be the closures 
of any two components of M n U. From (3) and K are arcs, and, from (2), each 
of H and K has its endpoints in different b ndary components of U. 
(5) 712e two arcs H and K are symmetric about a line thug 
Proof of (5). Let U(r)={r: C(r)c U}, an 
{B(x, y): (x) = C(r) n H, [y} 
family of lines filling a closed sector p’ at v. If P’ is a line, th 
is not a line, it follows from 
of p is crossed by an arc in 
endpoints (see (1) and (3)) 
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a line N in the interior of the sector @‘, an arc G in A4 - {v}, and a point m E N n Int G 
such that G bounces off N at m. But, because N c Int /3’, there must also exist a 
line B(x, y ) in /3 that intersects both components of G - {m}. Then 
t, and two points of G - {m), contrary to the DMP. Thus p’ is a line, and (5) follows. 
(6) H and K ate straight line segments each lying in a line through v. 
Roof of (6). Since U lies in C,, there must exist a third component J of 1M n U. 
By (5) there exist three reflections +*, ;Ikz, and & of E* in lines through v such that 
&(H) = J, $*(J) = K, and ef( K) = k?. But two successive reflections, say +Q, and e2, 
in lines through v are equivalent to a rotation, say o, about v, so #&2#,( H) = 
&o(H) = H where the homeomorphism &o is the identity on H. A rotation about 
v followed by a reflection in a line through v must change the orientation of any 
three noncollinear points, so H is a collinear set. The above argument applied to 
H v (v) shows that H lies on a line throu h v, and (6) follows. 
For &{1,2,..., k}, let Li be the closure of E n Int Ck, and note that, by (3), Li 
is an arc from v to a point ei in Ck. Furthermore, by (4) and (6), each Li contains 
a segment li of a line through v such that ei is an endpoint of Ii. 
(7) FotiE{1,2,..., k), Li is a straight line segment containing v. 
Roof of (7). Suppose some Lj, say L1, contains an arc D, which lies in a circle 
C(t). Let D2 and DJ be the components of C(t) n L2 and C(t) n L3, respectively, 
and use two of the three Di‘s, as in the proof of (4), to identify a sector S at v made 
up of bisectors uch that the boundary of S is not crossed by any arc in M, except 
at v. Then S contains some nonempty F,,. This means a line L in S exists containing 
e,,; hence L contains all of I,,. But L is a bisector by the construction of S, so L 
can intersect M in only two points. This contradiction implies that no Fj contains 
an arc in a circle C(t) where t < t k, which means that R is empty. From (6) it 
follows that Lj is a segment, and (7) follows. 
By (2) and (3) there is one component 8 of C-;- n Fk, and either 8 is an arc or 
O={e,}. Let E*- B(e,, e,) = 2, u 2, where 2, n 2, = 8, e, E Z1, and e2 E 2,. From 
(7) and the DMP, Lk n B( e,, e2) = {v} and hence it may be assumed no generality 
lost that Lk - {v} c &. Let e denote the point of Fk n 2, closest o e2, and note that 
because Fk = Lk u 8, e E 8. Furthermore, e must be one of the endpoints ek or e;, 
where ek = eL if 8 = { ek}. 
(8) B( c,, e,) contains e. 
Proof of (8). Suppose e e B( e,, e2), let C be the circle at e of radius ci(e, e2), and 
let r = L, u L2. Since e2 is not e, e2 cannot be the foot of e on the straight line 
segment (see (7)) L2, Int C contains an open subsegment of Lz having e2 as an 
endpoint. Since e @ B( e, , e,), e, E Ext C, which means there exists a point x E r n C 
such that x is a limit point of r n Int C. Since x o Ck, d (x, v) < tk = d ( e2, v); hence 
u lies on the x-side of (e2, x). This means Lk - {e} must also lie on the x-side of 
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B( e2, x), sime Lk intersects B( e2, x) only at e. Choose a sequence {xi) of points in 
1’3 n Int C converging to X, and note that B( e2, Xi) cannot intersect Fk = Lk u e for 
any i. Let ( e2, Xi) = (pi, q}, for each i, where pi lies in E Continuity of the metric 
d ensures that lim i_.oo M( e2, Xi) c {e, p}, where p is the point of r n B( e2, x). Since 
C(r) n Fk s 0 for r > rk, e cannot be a limit point of M - ( Lk u 0). Then {qi} cannot 
converge to e because B( e2, xi) n Fk = 8; hence {qi} also converges to p. From (3) 
there can be no triad in A4 having its vertex in r -{o), so {pi, qi}c II But, for a 
given i, neither L2 nor L1 can contain {pi, qi} because no bisector B( e2, xi) can 
contain a straight line segment. It follows that p = o, which yields the contradiction 
that B(x, ez) contains the line segment (see (3)) LA. Therefore, (8) follows. 
From (7) and the DMP, ek E I?( e, , e,), so it follows from (8) that e = ei . But by 
the definition of e this means ek cannot lie in &, a contradiction. Theorem 7 
follows. t3 
If Q ccorctiftuum in 
simple closed curve. 
ate a 
the Euclidean plane has the double midsef property, 
The author and S-M. Loveland recently generalized the results here to show that 
no plane continuum can have precisely n points in each of its midsets if n > 2. 
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